
SYSTEMS THEORY
INSIGHTS FOR CHURCH LEADERS



AN EXAMPLE OF SELF-DIFFERENTIATION

One of the most important concepts we will focus on today is self-differentiation.

A question for your small group discussion:  What does the 4 year old girl on her 
snowboard teach us about self-differentiation?



QUESTIONS FOR SMALL GROUP DISCUSSION

❖ What does the 4-year old girl in the video teach us about self-differentiation?

❖ How did my family of origin shape me as a person and as a church leader?

❖ In what ways do I feel confident in my self-differentiation?

❖ In what areas of self-differentiation would I like to continue to grow?

❖ Share an example of a triad you have been drawn into and how you handled it.

❖ What have you found to be effective in responding to anxiety in the system you 

lead?

❖ How have you maintained clear communication with members of the system you 

lead?

❖ Other?



FROM MURRAY BOWEN TO EDWIN FRIEDMAN

❖ MURRAY BOWEN
➢ Medical doctor who’s military experience led to in interest in psychiatry. 
➢ In 1954 he embarked on a five-year family research project at the National Institute of Mental 

Health in Bethesda, Maryland.
■ His focus was families with an adult schizophrenic child.
■ Joined the faculty of Georgetown University Medical Center and founded the 

Georgetown Family Center.

❖ Edwin Friedman
➢ A rabbi and student of Murray Bowen.
➢ He took Bowen’s concepts of Family Systems and applied them to institutions and leaders.
➢ He had a particular interest in the church as a family system and the role of the leader.

■ Some of you may be familiar with his book “Generation to Generation”
➢ In “A Failure of Nerve”, his last book published after his death, Friedman encouraged leaders 

to focus on themselves rather than their followers and on the nature of their presence rather 
than their technique - clearly lifting up the importance of self-differentiation.



EMOTIONAL SYSTEMS

❖ Murray Bowen defined an emotional system as the complex structure 
and nature of interactions in any group that has developed emotional 
interdependencies.

❖ Family of Origin: The first and most influential emotional system.
➢ This is where we first develop defined roles and ways of coping;

■ We carry these roles and coping mechanisms into future emotional systems -
marriage, our own family, friendships, work, etc.

➢ As church leaders we serve in highly complex emotional systems. 
■ We bring to our leadership in those systems the “self” we developed in the 

system in which we grew up.



EMOTIONAL SYSTEMS

❖ The most important influences on an emotional system are:

➢ The differentiation of individual members:

➢ The nature of interlocking triangles; and 

➢ Chronic anxiety.

❖ One important characteristic:

➢ Emotional systems are highly stable making it very difficult to introduce change.



EMOTIONAL SYSTEMS

❖ Effective and Courageous Leadership of emotional systems requires:

➢ Self-differentiation of the leader - clearly the most important.

➢ Understanding the nature of triangles and how to best enter.

➢ Maintaining a non-anxious presence in the midst of chronic anxiety.

➢ Understanding the resistance of systems to change.

➢ Clear and frequent communication.

❖ We will look at each of these in our remaining time.



SELF-DIFFERENTIATION

❖ Self-Differentiation is the process of moving from being one with the mother 
as an infant to being an independent, secure, well-defined self.
➢ Lifelong process 

■ No one ever arrives. 
■ Friedman would say 70% self-differentiation is about the max.

➢ Responses to life issues are based more on thought process than 
emotions.  

➢ More reliance on one’s own internal guidance system.
■ Less reliance on the advice of or perceptions of others.  

➢ Being clear about one’s own values and goals.



SELF-DIFFERENTIATION 

❖ Self-Differentiation Includes:

➢ Taking responsibility for one’s own emotional being rather than blaming 

others or the context;

■ Inherently an anti-victim, anti-blaming focus;

■ Refuses to allow the system to take all the responsibility;

➢ Having the capacity to receive criticism and carefully consider its merits 

without diminishing one’s sense of self;

■ Being open to becoming more aware of one’s shortcomings while 

still feeling fundamentally positive about one’s self;  



SELF-DIFFERENTIATION 

❖ Self-Differentiation also includes:

➢ Knowing criticism “is not all about me”;

■ Criticism often reflects issues in the life of the one who is leveling the 

criticism;

➢ Ability to be an integrated self while still belonging to and relating to 

others;

➢ Living with integrity;



SELF-DIFFERENTIATION

❖ Some Implications for Leaders

➢ Continue to work on one’s own self-differentiation - becoming increasingly comfortable 

and secure within one’s self with a clear understanding of one’s own values.

➢ To take full responsibility for one’s self.  

➢ Be thoughtfully responsive vs emotionally reactive.

➢ Be able to clearly state one’s own views while listening openly to the views of others.

➢ Be able to listen to criticism and learn from the input of others.

➢ Not overly personalize criticism and recognize it is not all about you.

➢ To remain calm in the presence of anxiety.

➢ To stay connected.



THE NATURE OF TRIANGLES

❖ Triads often form to reduce the stress and tension of dyads
➢ At times it becomes difficult for two people to maintain the level of differentiation necessary to 

retain a stable relationship, especially when one or both are not well-differentiated. 

■ Classic example is parents with a symptomatic child.

❖ Triads also form to solve problems within dyads
➢ Person “A” is having a problem with person “B” and so calls in person “C” to solve the problem 

- relieving person “A” of all responsibility.

■ The responsibility and therefore stress is then shifted to person “C” 

➢ Person “A” may also be having a problem with an unhealthy habit or addiction “B” leading to 

the entrance of person “C”. 

■ Again person “C” is vulnerable to taking on the responsibility - (codependency)



THE NATURE OF TRIANGLES

❖ Some Implications for Leaders
➢ The goal is not to try and avoid being drawn into a triangle but rather to enter in a way that 

offers the best chance to be helpful.

➢ Elements of a helpful entry include:

■ Remaining calm - not taking on the stress of the one calling you into the dyad.

■ Listening carefully to both sides. 

■ Recognizing that you cannot change the relationship between two others - or between a 

person and his or her habit.

● Important to not take responsibility for solving the problem.

◆ The person who tries often experiences the stress of the relationship.

■ Recognizing that simply being present and calming can be enough.



ACUTE AND CHRONIC ANXIETY

❖ Anxiety is a natural response of any organism to a threat - whether it is real or 

imagined.

➢ Physiological responses include increased adrenaline and heart rate. 

■ In the animal kingdom this response is critical to survival.

❖ Acute anxiety is a response to a threat that appears imminent, is most often 

real and is time-limited.

❖ Chronic anxiety is a response to a threat that always seems to be out there, is 

often not real and is not time limited. 



CHRONIC ANXIETY

❖ Contributors to chronic anxiety
➢ Poor self-differentiation creating:

■ The need to please others and thereby avoid their disappointment and/or criticism.  

■ The need for approval to bolster self-esteem.

➢ The tendency to function more on feelings than on thinking (a core trait of lack of self-

differentiation).

➢ A core fear of not being adequate.

❖ Ways to bind (hold in check) chronic anxiety
➢ Relationships offering needed affirmation and support.

➢ Drugs.

➢ Overachieving.  (Or underachieving/acting out to gain attention.)

➢ Personality traits such as obsessiveness, procrastination, perfectionism and aggressiveness.



CHRONIC ANXIETY

❖ Some Implications for Leaders
➢ Acknowledge the anxiety within the system and of individual members

➢ Listen carefully.

➢ Communicate clearly.

➢ Engage in discussion of the concerns while recognizing the anxiety may run deeper than those 

identified concerns.

■ Keep in mind that chronic anxiety is often a response to threats that are not real.   

➢ Offer realistic hope to concerns that can be identified.

➢ Remain calm



A SYSTEM’S RESISTANCE TO CHANGE

❖ The complex dynamics of an emotional system are highly resistant to change
➢ From a family systems perspective these dynamics are handed down through multiple  

generations.

➢ The same is true for congregations, some of whom were founded by the grandparents and 

great grandparents of current members.

❖ Some Implications for Leaders
➢ Regardless of the system one is leading, it is critical to understand this resistance to change.

➢ When moving into a leadership position it is important to get to know the people, gain an 

understanding of their history and the history of the church system.   



COMMUNICATE

❖ One of Ed Friedman’s most consistent messages in my work with him was 

communicate, communicate, communicate.

❖ Goals of good communication from the leader include:
➢ Letting everyone know exactly what is going on in both good and challenging times;

➢ In challenging times being certain that everyone understand the nature of the challenges the 

system faces;

➢ In anxious times being certain everyone hears a calming and reassuring message based on a 

realistic hopeful future;

➢ Being available to respond to questions and concerns.



QUESTIONS FOR SMALL GROUP DISCUSSION

❖ What does the 4-year old girl in the video teach us about self-differentiation?

❖ How did my family of origin shape me as a person and as a church leader?

❖ In what ways do I feel confident in my self-differentiation?

❖ In what areas of self-differentiation would I like to continue to grow?

❖ Share an example of a triad you have been drawn into and how you handled 

it.

❖ What have you found to be effective in responding to anxiety in the system 

you lead?

❖ How have you maintained clear communication with members of the system 

you lead?

❖ Other?


